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Traffic and Revenue Advisors to Successful Privately Funded Transport Infrastructure Projects in Asia since the 1980s

MVA is a world leading transport and revenue advisor to Governments, private investors, operators and financial institutions for transport investment projects. MVA has provided advice on many prestigious projects from conception to implementation and operation, including intensive support on debt financing, IPO, valuation, placement and securitisation exercises. We can link our design and forecasting expertise with operational experience to secure viable and practicable projects.
The name MVA is synonymous with successful privately funded transport / BOT / PPP projects in Asia

Hong Kong
- BOT road tunnels - Eastern Harbour Crossing,
- Tate’s Cairn Tunnel, Western Harbour Crossing and Route 3 - and Mass Transit Railways

Indonesia
- Various toll road projects in Java

Mainland China
- Numerous toll road projects and Metro Systems

Malaysia
- Kuala Lumpur LRT System, Shah Alam Expressway

Singapore
- Mass Rapid Transit Systems

Taiwan
- High Speed Rail System

Thailand
- Second Stage Expressway, Bangkok Transit System

MVA has long been associated with the development of major build-operate transfer (BOT), Public-Private Partnership (PPP) and other privately funded transport projects in Asia

Our credentials are second to none, and are amply demonstrated by our extensive client base in both the private and public sectors

Today, MVA is the leading specialist transport consultancy in Asia

As Transport & Revenue Advisors, we provide key inputs to all stages of a BOT / PPP scheme from conception to implementation and operation
a comprehensive range of skills, expertise & experience...

Project Identification
transport concept development
initial traffic & revenue appraisal
preliminary economic/financial evaluation
potential market positioning

Bid Preparation
traffic & revenue forecasts & risk assessment
transport policy/institutional review/tariff strategies
initial marketing strategies
revenue collection system design
traffic engineering design
station/interchange design
service level planning

Bid Negotiation
tariff strategy review/changes in government policies
traffic & revenue impact assessment

Financing
traffic & revenue due diligence in support of IPO or other fund raising presentation to financial institutions, rating agencies and international lending agencies

Construction & Implementation
road junction/interchange layouts
road traffic control & surveillance design & implementation
railway station/interchange design
supporting transport network development
toll/fare collection system design & implementation

Operation
traffic & revenue forecast updates
passenger/traffic management, operations & safety
toll/fare collection system review/enhancement/design & implementation
tariff adjustment advice and support
marketing research
customer satisfaction research and tracking

...supported by a proven track record & the substantial resources of an international practice.

Pragmatic, Innovative and Reliable Traffic / Revenue & Market Positioning Advice
are key ingredients underlying successful transport project development & implementation

The pursuit of a balance between excellence and practicality has been the hallmark of MVA's professional consultancy services